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To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.
Gentlemen: The Legislative Research Council submits here-

with a report prepared by the Legislative Research Bureau relative
to the use of zone fare systems in major cities of the United States
On the basis of an unnumbered Senate Order, directing the Council
to study this subject.

The Legislative Research Bureau is limited by statute to “sta-
tistical research and fact-finding.” This report therefore contains
factual material only, without recommendation or legislative pro-
posals.

Respectfully submitted.
MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE
RESEARCH COUNCIL

Sen. JOHN E. POWERS of Suffolk,
Chairma

Rep. JOHN T. TYNAN of Boston,
Vice Chairma:

Sen. NEWLAND H. HOLMES
of Norfolk and Plymouth

Rep. JAMES A. KELLY, JR. of Oxford
Rep. FRANK S. GILES of Methuen
Rep. WALLACE B. CRAWFORD

of Pittsfield

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
SENATE AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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To the Members of the Legislative Research Council.

Gentlemen : An unnumbered Senate Order of 1960, adopted
in concurrence on June 27, 1960, directed the Legislative Research
Council to make an investigation and study relative to “the use of
systems of zone fares in the transit and bus systems of the larger
cities of the United States.”

The Legislative Research Bureau submits herewith such a re-
port. Its scope and content have been determined by the statutory
provisions which limit Bureau output to factual reports without
recommendations or legislative proposals.

The preparation of this report was the primary responsibility of
Robert G. Davidson, former Transportation Associate, Boston Col-
lege Seminar Research Bureau. Assistance in statistical analysis
was provided by Richard Doherty of the Boston College Bureau of
Business Research.

Respectfully submitted,

HERMAN C. LOEFFLER,

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL TO THE
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCH COUNCIL

Director, Legislative Research Bureau.
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By directive of the General Court this report has been prepared
discussing the zone fare systems in use on mass transit and bus
systems in the larger cities of the United States.

Post war interest in zone fare practices and policies began in
Massachusetts with the 1945 and 1947 reports of the so-called
Coolidge Commission on Rapid Transit. These reports served as
the basis for creation of the Metropolitan Transit Authority.

Interest in a zone fare system has continued and has taken the
form of official proposals before the House and Senate of the Gen-
eral Court of Massachusetts. To date, neither the Trustees of the
Metropolitan Transit Authority who are officially responsible for
initiating fare policies and changes, nor the General Court with its
broad authority, have acted to establish a zone fare policy for the
MTA system.

By legislative directive a 1953 survey was made by an independ-
ent firm of the possible use of zone fares on the MTA; the firm
reached a negative conclusion.

The zone fare system of charging larger fares to those riders
making longer trips is an adaptation of the economic user-benefit
theory by which the user and beneficiary of a service pays for that
service in proportion to the amount of use or benefit gained. This
theory is commonplace in the economics of private enterprise and
is widely accepted and applied in the assessment of costs for public
utilities such as gas, electricity, water and sewage. The theory is
also utilized in the collection of fares and taxes for other types of
transportation services; that is, in the collection of airline fares,

SUMMARY OF REPORT

INTRODUCTION

THE USE OF ZONE FARES IN AAAJO R AMERICAN CITIES

THEORY OF ZONE FARE SYSTEM
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railroad fares, and the automobile gasoline tax.
The use of the user-benefit theory of cost allocation and service

charge is a theory accepted as a means of establishing an equitable
assessment. It is not to be considered primarily as a means of ob-
taining greater revenue, though usually, in practice, such is the
case.

Few people will oppose the application of this theory to establish
equitable fares in the mass transit industry. But the nature of that
industry and the problems of efficient fare collection make it diffi-
cult to put the theory into practice and have it work well. Un-
doubtedly the difficulties of collecting zone fares are the strongest
deterrent to more extensive use of this type of assessment practice.

Some 118 mass transit systems now7 use zone fares. Of partic-
ular interest is the fact that about half of the 20 larger cities of
this country practice a form of zone fares in the operation of the
central and largest mass transit systems which are in operation in
these areas.

Many of the remaining larger cities of the country are also served
by secondary mass transit companies which utilize zone fares. The
Boston region is a typical example. Although the MTA as the
largest system in the area is not recorded as a “zone fare” system,
the Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway, the Middlesex and Bos-
ton Street Railway and other smaller companies do have zone fare
systems in operation.

The application of zone fares must of necessity be adjusted to the
hundreds of geographic, administrative and financial peculiarities
of a given city, its transit system and its transit lines. Neverthe-
less there are many common characteristics of zone fare systems
of w hich the important are discussed below.

In view of the differing physical layouts of the cities and the
mass transit systems which serve them, zone fares are most often
found in use on bus lines that radiate out from the center of the
city. The radial dimensions of the central and largest zone vary
from 2.5 miles to 8 miles in radial length. Additional fare zones

EXTENT OF ZONE FARE USAGE

FARE ZONE CHARACTERISTICS
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are smaller in width, most frequently ranging from two to three
miles in width, but occasionally ranging from one to five miles in
width.

The number of zones within mass transit systems varies consid-
erably, with most of them employing between two and six zones.
The most frequent basic fare is 25 cents. In almost all cases, the
extra fare charged per additional zone travelled ranges between 5
cents and 10 cents. Other detailed findings regarding the use of
zone fares on major transit systems are described in the main body

4 of the text.

The report presents three hypothetical illustrations to demon-
strate the general approach used in deciding on the desirability of
zone fares for transit lines under given conditions. It then dis-
cusses briefly the general background of those individual MTA lines
which seem to be more likely candidates for the application of zone
fares than other lines in operation in the system. However, as
the report repeatedly emphasizes, any decisions on a zone fare on
any MTA line must wait in each case on careful and detailed study.

CONCLUSIONS
Zone fare systems of collection are well utilized in the transit sys-

tems of the major cities of the United States. However, their ap-
plication is selective and they are most popular where a favorable
combination exists of physical and geographic conditions, of pas-
senger volumes and of collection procedures which allow the zone
fare system to work efficiently. In the great majority of instances,
the zone fare is used on longer bus lines where the collection can be
accomplished by the bus operator without additional personnel and
with little loss of time and convenience to the passengers.

The theory of zone fares is in accord with many aspects of tradi-
tional public and private economics and an equitable method of

| assessing transit costs. However, the practical application of the
theory on a reasonably sound basis is strongly dependent upon
many local conditions that call for detailed analysis and careful
consideration by local officials.

MTA ZONE FARE POSSIBILITIES
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This report has been prepared in response to a directive of the
General Court requiring the Legislative Research Council to study
the use of zone fare systems on mass transit and bus systems in the
larger cities of the United States. The basis for the study is the
unnumbered Senate order printed on the inside cover page.

The term “Zone Fare” is not a strange phrase in metropolitan
Boston. Since the close of World War 11, official reference was
made to zone fares in the Boston area in the comprehensive and
frequently cited “Report of the Legislative Commission on Rapid
Transit, 1945”, popularly referred to as the “Coolidge” Commis-
sion report. A supplementary report to the General Court was
made in 1947.

These reports provided a base for estimating prospective rev-
enues from the greatly extended rapid transit system which the
Commission proposed. They suggested establishment of a zone
fare system, in which the basic fare inside an eight-mile radius of
downtown Boston was to have been 10 cents. Passengers making
trips beyond the eight-mile central zone would have been charged
15 cents or 20 cents depending on the length of ride.

The Coolidge Commission report served as the basic guide post
for establishment of the Metropolitan Transit Authority (here-
after, MTA) and remains the basis of many proposals for exten-
sions of rapid transit lines into the growing suburbs. The report
also stimulated interest in the idea of zone fares.

Since publication of the 1945 and 1947 reports, two rapid transit
extensions have been constructed, for which zone fares were con-
sidered though not adopted. The first of these was the extension
of the East Boston Line to Orient Heights in East Boston and then
to Wonderland in Revere, utilizing the roadbed of a former narrow
gauge railroad. Its furthermost terminal is now some six miles
from downtown Boston; two miles short of the eight-mile central
zone limit utilized in the Coolidge Report.

THE USE OF ZONE FARES IN MAJOR AMERICAN CITIES

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
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The other extension of the MTA is the much more recent High-
land Branch to Riverside in Newton which utilizes a former Boston
& Albany railroad right of way. Its furthermost terminal at Riv-
erside near Route 128 is 10 miles from downtown Boston (meas-
ured by air mileage). Four stations are beyond eight miles from
downtown.

No other rapid transit service of the MTA now extends beyond
eight miles of downtown Boston. Bus lines serving southern West
Roxbury and Hyde Park are the only other examples of regular
MTA service extending beyond eight miles of downtown.

References to zone fares are made from time to time by civic and
private groups and individuals in the Boston community. Many
of these have been semi-formal requests to either the Legislature
or the Trustees of the MTA to give appropriate consideration to the
possibilities of zone fare systems. Currently, the General Court
has under consideration a proposal to extend rapid transit service
south to the communities of Quincy and Braintree with what would
amount to a zone fare connection at or near the southern MTA
station of Ashmont. This service would replace the abandoned com-
muter service of the New Haven Railroad, which still, however,
provides freight service over the right of way in the purchase ar-
rangement under consideration.

Formerly, the MTA Board of Trustees, subject to the approval
of the State Department of Public Utilities, could “from time to
time fix such rates of fare and charges for service furnished or
operated as in their judgment are best adapted to insure sufficient
income to meet the cost of the service...” (Acts of 1947, c. 544).
Service costs were then defined in the same statute.

In 1952 the basic MTA act was amended to provide also for the
establishment of an MTA Advisory Board which was composed of
the mayor or the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen from each
community within the area served by the MTA (Acts of 1952, c.
404). On matters of rates of fare and of charges for service fur-
nished, the Advisory Board was empowered to advise the trustees
and to express their views and recommendations. This power was
considerably strengthened by a 1955 amendment which required
the approval of the Advisory Board, by affirmative vote, of any
“general increase in rates of fare.” (Acts of 1955, c. 725).
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Thus, the Trustees of the MTA remain by statute the duly ap-
pointed officials of the Commonwealth to initiate changes in fares
on the MTA system. But any fare change so instigated and ap-
proved by the MTA Trustees, with the exception of certain fares
controlled by legislative act such as school children fares, must be
approved by the MTA Advisory Board and the Massachusetts De-
partment of Public Utilities. Of course, duly enacted legislation by
the Commonwealth can also change fare policies.

To date, the Trustees of the MTA have not acted to introduce
zone fare systems in the Boston Area.

Fare policy changes have frequently been proposed to the Gen-
eral Court of Massachusetts in the form of House or Senate bills.
Some of these bills have sought the introduction of zone fares on
the MTA system but to date they have been unsuccessful.

Since 1955 only two bills dealing exclusively with zone fares have
been before the General Court, although many other proposals
have dealt with specific modifications of the MTA fare structure.
The first of these two bills, House, No. 640 of 1955, proposed that
the “rate of fare shall be set according to the distance over which
a passenger rides by the establishment of a zone system.” Last
year, House, No. 994 of 1960 sought to empower the Trustees with
the authority to “fix rates of fare... upon the basis of distance
traveled by the passenger.” Both bills had adverse committee re-
ports which were accepted.

In the fall of 1960 a member of the MTA Advisory Board stirred
considerable comment by suggesting the use of a zone fare system
for the purpose of increasing revenues. Proposals of this nature on
the local scene are often based on the argument that with static
fares, growing operating costs and diminishing annual passenger
counts, the increased cost per ride should be shifted increasingly
to the transit rider, rather than on the burdened property owner
in the MTA district who now pays for the increasing MTA deficit
with his real estate tax. As to a summary of conditions justifying
the use of a zone fare system, see the concluding chapter of this
report.

In 1953, the MTA employed an independent firm to make the
extensive survey of the management and operations of the MTA
which was required by Resolves of 1953, c. 18. In its report to the
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Trustees, the firm of Ernst and Ernst made the following statement
with respect to the use of a zone fare system on the then existing
lines:

“The possibility of setting up a system of zones and zone fares was con-
sidered but after study we concluded that such a system could not practically
be adapted to the physical characteristics of the Authority’s properties.”
(Ernst and Ernst Report to the Trustees of the MTA: “A Survey With Re-
spect to Management, Operations, Facilities, Financial Operations and Debt
Structure of the Authority’s Transportation System.” Dec. 1, 1953, p. 11.)

Fortunately adequate data are available to permit a comparative
study of zone fare systems throughout the country. However, the
situation is complicated by the many types of transit fare systems
which are in existence. Some of these systems are correctly iden-
tified as “zone fare” systems; others with somewhat similar pro-
visions are poor adaptations of zone fare collection procedures, or
of the theory itself. In this study, every attempt has been made to
account only for those systems that are real applications of the ac-
cepted theory, which is defined in the section below.

Zone fare systems are of interest in Massachusetts and elsewhere
because of the general failure of public and private companies
which furnish short haul mass transportation to realize annual
balanced budgets. Such mass transit deficits are not peculiar to
the Metropolitan Transit Authority of greater Boston. It is well
known that the use of group riding facilities everywhere, on
trains, buses and rapid transit have lost favor to the individual
accommodations of the private automobile. The numbers of mass
transit riders have declined drastically since World War 11, and
even before in some cities. For example, the total number of pas-
sengers on the MTA decreased from 433.1 million passengers in
1946 to 202.1 million passengers in 1959. The pattern is a closing
cycle of fewer passengers, less service and higher fares. Many
attempts have been made to avoid or ameliorate this cycle, but it
seems to be inevitable in the ever increasingly sub-marginal rapid
transit industry.

Fare structures throughout the United States are found upon
careful analysis to have made a great deal of structural adjustment

CHAPTER 11. PURPOSE OF ZONE FARES

Mass Transit and Fare Structures
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since the late 1940’5. Rates went up, rarely down; but usually
they underwent experiments involving transfers, school rides, tok-
ens, special rates, commuter rates and zone fares. Often the objec-
tive of raising fares, namely, attempting to increase revenues, be-
came mixed with the intent to create more equitably assessed fares,
and vice versa. Sometimes the original objectives of fare structure
changes have been lost in the struggle.

The zone fare system in mass transit is essentially an effort to
create an equitable fare structure. The zone fare system is an ap-
plication of the economic theory of charging the person who uses
or benefits from the system, a cost in proportion to the amount of
that use or benefit.

This user-benefit theory is centuries old in the field of general
economics. The costs of a better service or product are greater
than the costs of an inferior service. In many aspects of the pri-
vate economy this theory is applied. Our public utility procedures
constantly incorporate the theory in their charges for electricity,
water, sewage and gas services where the user pays his propor-
tionate share for the amount of service utilized.

The theory has also existed for years in the field of passenger
transportation and can be expected to continue for many more
years for certain types of transport. Railroads and airlines use a
direct application of this approach when they charge passengers
on a per mile basis. Even in the case of “special” rates or tourist
rates, or for more expensive service such as Pullman facilities, the
user-benefit theory utilizing a per mile rate structure, still applies
but at a lower or higher level. In short, the longer the ride the
greater the cost.

Automobile users are subjects of the same theory when they pay
both state and federal taxes on the gasoline which they must pur-
chase. In so doing, they pay in proportion to the amount of use
they make of the highway system.

Airline and railroad passengers, and the automobile users, all
pay a zone fare in fact, with the zone or the method of measuring
service being a mile or some part thereof. (In the case of airlines,
a mile is, of course, a relatively small increment of measurement.)

Theory of Zone Fare System
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The zone fare, as used in the mass transit industry, is a rough
application of the same user-benefit theory. However, the pecul-
iarities of the mass transit industry make possible only a much less
sensitive system. Nevertheless, the principle is basically the same
with the rider being charged a fare proportional to the length of
ride taken.

In the practical application of zone fares in the mass transit in-
dustry, the rider is charged a basic fare. If, in the course of his
trip, he crosses a zone boundary into another zone, he must pay an
additional fee, and if he then continues still further across a second
zone boundary, he must pay a second additional fee.

Metropolitan Boston now contains examples of mass transit zone
fare systems. Bus lines operating over rather long distances charge
commuter passengers on the basis of mileage, or on the basis of a
series of one mile zones. Many of the smaller local bus companies
assess an extra charge for longer rides.

The Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway Company and the
Middlesex and Boston Street Railway Company each use at least
two zones. The latter Middlesex and Boston company charges an
extra fare when the rider passes the Highland Branch of the MTA
in Newton. (The zone boundary used to be at the Newton-Welles-
ley municipal line).

The MTA itself employs a type of zone fare system when it
charges a rider an extra five cents for entrance into the rapid
transit part of the system. As a result the MTA system charges
15 cents for a ride on surface vehicles, but once the rider enters
into the rapid transit, or subway areas, the cost is 20 cents. This
procedure assesses the rider an extra fee for either a longer or
better ride as the case may be. This is a partial use of the user-
benefit theory of paying for transit service. A further illustration
of zone fare application to the local scene is outlined in Chapter IV.

Although the mandate for this report does not extend to an eval-
uation of the zone fare system of mass transit fares, it is of interest
to present the opposing views within the industry on this subject.

Local Application of Zone Fare Theory

Pros and Cons of Zone Fares
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1. The zone fare is an application of the user-benefit theory of economics.

2. This theory is broadly applicable to many products and services in our
private economy.

3. This theory can be used for determining equitable transit charges; but
not as a tool for indiscriminately raising fares or attempting to in-
crease revenues.

Within this framework the proponents of zone fares assert that
the user-benefit theory applies just as fairly to the mass transit in-
dustry as to any other transportation or non-transportation indus-
try. The advocates maintain that this particular use is fully as
much justified as for other public utility charges for water, sewage
and electricity.

The opponents usually agree that the theory may be applied in
the mass transit industry. But they do question the degree to
which the theory is applied. Their arguments, depending on the
situation, are as follows:

1. The initiation of a zone fare is merely a tool to increase revenue and
is not designed to create equitable rates. This argument refers espe-
cially to the often used procedure of creating a zone fare as the first
step toward a general fare increase.

2. Zone fare systems must of necessity be such crude applications of the
user-benefit theory that their justification ceases. This arguument re-
fers to the dilemma that many zones become so wide that it is possible
to take long rides within a zone for one basic fare, yet relatively short
trips across an arbitrarily established boundary may require payment
of the basic fare plus an additional fare.

3. The user is not the only beneficiary of a mass transit system and op-
eration. The opponents agree that the users of such facilities do
fit but they argue that so do others and hence the application of the
theory must be modified. Thus the opponents maintain that the real
estate owner of nearby or downtown property receives benefits, as do
the automobile drivers who have more highway space and less conges-
tion because other travellers are using mass transit. For these reasons,
the benefits are not so easily accrued to just the mass transit user, as
is more the case with users of electric, gas, water and sewer services,
and therefore the assessment of costs should be shared.

Each of the pro and con arguments undoubtedly has some merit,

To begin with there seems to be agreement on the following points
among those who argue for, as well as those who argue against,
the zone fare.
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but collectively they do not appear to refute the entire validity of
the zone fare application of the user-benefit theory.

The Zone Fare Collection Problem
The major problem connected with zone fare systems is the

greater difficulty of collecting the fares efficiently than holds for
other utilities. Thus, airlines and railroads have their ticket
counters and collectors, the automobile has its easily collected gas
tax (and toll booths) and electricity and water services have con-
venient meters and monthly bills.

On the other hand, mass transit is confronted daily with great
rush hour crowds of travelers coming from thousands of different
origins and bound for many destinations, most of them funnelling
through crowded intown parts of a unified, inseparable system of
subways and buses. The difficult problem of collection is due to
the need of each day separating those who must pay extra fares
from those who need pay only the basic fare, and then to collect
the proper amount quickly and inexpensively.

Obviously, if added costs of collection then exceed the extra re-
turn, the system of zone fares does no real good. If the time re-
quired to calculate and collect the extra fare and fares sufficiently
inconveniences other passengers, the zone fare system may dis-
courage riding and defeat its own purpose.

The separation of zone fare payers from basic fare payers is
usually easiest at the more remote points of the transit line. But
even there plans for complete separation are upset by a certain
number of short distance local riders.

Related problems of zone fare collections concern the time and
attention required of the vehicle operator which increase the risk
of safety procedures and the issuance, handling, and computing of
extra fare devices such as coins, tokens, or tickets. If it were not
for these kinds of problems, it is certain that zone fare systems
would now be in operation in many more cities.

Beyond these broad statements relative to difficulties of collec-
tion, it would require a great extension of this report to explore
them fully or to attempt to explain or solve them. As a practical
matter, the hundreds of individual physical, financial and adminis-
trative peculiarities of each transit system and even of each transit
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line, require specific and detailed review of many problms by com-
petent personnel to judge properly the opportunities and merits of
installing zone fare systems.

The same conditions that make the operation of each mass
transit system in this country different than holds for other sys-
tems also justify a word of caution regarding the interpretation of
the findings of this investigation. Statistics and tabular presenta-
tions cannot give complete coverage to the purposes or reasons,
and the characteristics or success of what happens elsewhere.

This country-wide investigation indicates that about 118 cities of
25,000 population and more have some type of zone fare system in
operation on their mass transit lines. This represents 17.5% of
the total of the 673 cities of like size throughout the country.

The cities that do have zone fares vary widely in size and in the
population served by the transit system. For example, the Chicago
Transit Authority which serves a population of three million is
contrasted with the small Capital Transit Company of Concord,
New Hampshire which serves a population of only 28,000. Never-
theless, they do have common characteristics which are discussed
in the following chapter.

Extent of Use
Useable information has been collected on 106 of the 118 mass

transit systems using zone fares, as indicated above. Information
about the remaining twelve smaller systems was not obtained in a
form suitable for this report.

The total number of systems using zone fare systems has varied
considerably since World War 11. Table I shows the number of
United States cities using zone fares each year since 1949. The
trend is neither steadily upwards nor steadily downwards, and has
ranged from the minimum of 51 cities in 1950, to the high of 141
in the year 1945, and the second high of 122 systems in the year
1959. The pattern reflects the constant attempts of the mass
transit industry to gain equitable and greater revenues.

Further Considerations

CHAPTER 111. CHARACTERISTICS OF ZONE FARE SYSTEMS
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TABLE I UNITED STATES CITIES* WITH ZONE
FARES 1945, 1949-1960

Year Number of Cities

1945 141
1949 76
1950 51
1951 64
1952 65
1953 84
1954 89
1955 106
1956 86
1957 97
1958 97
1959 122
1960 118

* Cities with 25,000 or more population.
Source: American Transit Association and Related Transit Industry

Publications.

The 106 mass transit systems using zone fares are divided into
two classifications in this report for purposes of discussion; (1) the
larger systems serving areas with populations of 400,000 or more;
and (2) the smaller systems serving areas with less than 400,000
populations. The population figures cover the populations residing
within the area of service of the system and do not necessarily in-
clude the entire population of each region. This separation of the
population makes possible a more complete description of the 19
larger systems using zone fares.

Some type of zone fare system is also utilized in almost every
major city of the United States. However, within the areas of
some of these larger cities, zone fares are used by smaller mass
transit companies which serve only a portion of the total popula-
tion in the whole transit areas. Therefore, these results are pre-
sented according to population served by the mass transit system.

Zone fares in some form are used in 19 major cities with mass
transit systems which serve populations of over 400,000. Among
these 19 cases are the major systems of about one-half of the 20
largest cities of the country. There remain other large cities, in-
cluding New York, Cleveland, Boston, Washington, San Francisco,
New Orleans and Pittsburg, which are not so included, which use
some zone fares but they are not applied on the major transit sys-
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terns. Boston is an example. The Metropolitan Transit Authority
is the largest single system in the area and is not listed as a system
with zone fares. However, the Eastern Massachusetts Railway
does provide bus service for a population over 400,000 and does
have zone fares. Similar examples surely exist in other cities. The
19 major cities using a zone fare system are shown in Table 11.

TABLE II MAJOR TRANSIT SYSTEMS USING ZONE FARES
WHICH SERVE 400,000 POPULATION AND OVER

Population
City Name of System Served

Chicago Chicago Transit Authority 3,800,000
Los Angeles Los Angeles MTA 3,000,000
Philadelphia Philadelphia Transit Company 3,000,000
Detroit Department of Street Railway 1,800,000
Eastern Mass. Eastern Mass. St. Railway 1,500,000
Baltimore Baltimore Transit Company 1,000,000
St. Louis St. Louis Public Service Company 900,000
Dallas Dallas Transit Company 725,000
Toronto, Canada Toronto Transit Commission 682,000
San Diego San Diego Transit System 670,000
Oakland, Cal. Key System Transit Lines 650,000
Milwaukee Milw. & Suburban Transit Co 650,000
K.C. (Mo. & Ks.) Kansas City Public Service Co 630,000
Seattle Seattle Transit System 600,000
San Antonio San Antonio Transit System 600,000
Cincinnati Cincinnati Transit Company 500,000
Newark Public Service Coordinated 470,000
Providence United Transit Company 467,000
Springfield, Mass. Springfield (Mass.) St. Rwy. Co 400,000
Source: American Transit Associatior

Types of Zones
Three basic types of fare zones are used within which additional

fares are collected: (a) route mileage; (b) radial air mileage; and
(c) concentric circles at various distances from the Central Busi-
ness District. In actuality the three types of zones are variations
of ways of measuring the distance of zone boundaries from the
downtown area. The selection of one measurement procedure over
another is not a major issue. But in practice it is desirable to have
a procedure upon which zone boundaries are determined so that
fairness is constantly maintained in the application of zone fare
systems. These three procedures as described in the text below
help to explain the zone variations illustrated in Figure 1.
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Determined by route mileage.A.
Additional fare zones established at
one-mile intervals of actual route
mileage travelled.

«

B. Determined by air mileage.
Additional fare zones established at
two-mile intervals (upper right) and
one-mile intervals (lower right) of
air mileage.

CENTRAL
BUSINESS
DISTRICT

c. Determined by concentric
Additional fare zones established at
two-mile intervals of air mileage.

CENTRAL
BUSINESS
DISTRICT
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(a) Route Mileage Zones. Zones based on route mileage are the
most predominate among the types of zone fare methods in use. In
this case, the fare paid depends on the actual number of miles
travelled, as indicated by zones. The fare automatically increases
as a zone boundary is crossed. Each zone contains the same amount
of route mileage. This is not only the simplest type of zone but it
is the most equitable and is most closely related to the user-benefit
theory, (see Figure 1-A).

( b) Radial Air Mileage Zones. The radial air mileage system
of zones is determined by drawing straight lines, usually from the
center of the city, to the extremities of the routes on which given
zone fares apply. The length of these lines is then divided equally
to determine zone boundaries, (Figure 1-B). While this system can
result in differing fares for the same trip length because of differ-
ing actual miles travelled on different routes, the method has the
advantage of simplicity of application. Of the larger systems, only
Los Angeles has used this scheme.

(c) Concentric Circles Zones. Three transit companies use the
method of concentric circles around the Central Business District
as a basis for determining zone boundaries, (Figure 1-C). This
system is very similar to the radial air mileage system, since, in
effect, zones are determined by their distance in air miles from
the center of the city. The major difference between the two is
that the latter distance is used for specific individual lines or
routes, whereas the concentric circle scheme is used to determine
zones for all lines and routes falling within given zones.

All of the systems are quite similar in application and effect.
The differences among them are almost negligible in the final
analysis. In working out zone boundaries in the field, they are
placed at the nearest vehicle stop or station. Often the boundary
is moved to the nearest location of significance that can be identi-
fied as a border. Such locations may be a river, a major transit or
highway junction, a transfer point, or a municipal boundary.

Length or Size of Zone
As noted above, the central city or the downtown area is usually

the center or core of the zone system. Additional zones extend be-
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yond the city or downtown limits to the suburbs. The central zone
of each city is usually the largest, with one or more smaller zones
extending into the suburbs.

Table HI shows the size of fare and extra fare zones in 15 larger
cities using zone fares for which information is available. It will
be seen that central zones vary from 2.5 to 8.0 miles in radial
length. The order of cities listed in Table 111 is based on their geo-
graphic area, thus giving the reader an idea of the variation in
ratios between total size of a given city and the size of its central
zone. The relationship is generally indicated, although not too
strongly. There appears to be a tendency for the larger cities to
have larger central zones when using a zone fare system.

I

The surrounding suburban or additional fare zones are smaller
than the central zone in almost every case, ranging from one to
five miles in length. There is no pattern to the length of additional
fare zones. They are not related to city size and can be presumed
to result from a number of influences peculiar to each city.

TABLE 111. SIZES OF FARE ZONES USED IN 15 LARGER CITIES
ARRANGED IN ORDER OF TOTAL CITY AREAS

Area in Radial Length of Zones in Miles
City Sq. Mi. Central Suburban

Los Angeles 450.9 8.0 2.5
Chicago 207.5 4.5 4.5
Detroit 139.6 7.5 3.9
Philadelphia 127.2 7.0 3.0
San Diego 99.4 6.0 2.6
Baltimore 78.7 6.0 2.8
Cincinnati 75.1 4.0 3.0
Seattle 70.8 2.5 N.A.
San Antonio 69.5 2.8 1.6

; St. Louis 61.0 3.0 2.5
Oakland 53.0 6.0 5.0

| Milwaukee 50.0 5.5 1.0
*

Springfield (Mass.) .
. . 31.7 3.5 1.3

Newark 23.6 3.5 3.0
Providence 17.9 3.0 2.7

Sources: Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of
Population: 1950, Vol. 1; American Transit Association.
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Numberof Zones
The number of zones in use in the cities varies from two in De-

troit and Springfield, Mass, to the 12 zones used in Newark.
Numerous factors govern the number of zones employed, such as
the number of transit lines where zone fares are used, the type of
area served by the system, the length of routes, and the type of
vehicle used.

In practically every instance, the focus of the zone system is the
central city or the downtown area. In the cities with smaller geo-
graphical area, the whole city will comprise the first zone. In the
larger cities, the central city is often split into zones. For example,
the Baltimore scheme makes that city one zone within the city
limits. Additional zones extend beyond the city limits into the
country. On the other hand, Seattle is itself divided into three
zones North, Central and South with the business district
being located in the Central Zone.

The large number of zones employed in Newark is accounted for
by the service which its transit system provides to 25 other munici-
palities. All of the latter localities have populations in excess of
30,000, and zone boundaries are usually made co-extensive with
municipal boundary lines. The two-zone system in Detroit reflects
an industrial situation and resulted from the simple need to extend
one line beyond the city limits in order to serve a large industry.
Geography, on the other hand, explains the two zone system of
Springfield, Massachusetts, the geographic location of its busi-
ness area is off center.

Of the 15 larger mass transit systems in Table IV for which in-
formation regarding the number of fare zones was available, seven
had between two and four zones, six had from five to seven zones,
and four had eight or more zones.

Table IV also shows the fare pattern in use in the transit systems
covered. On all but one of them the same general fare pattern was
in effect, namely, an initial charge for the first or central zone,
with additional smaller charges for each successive zone. (Only
the Springfield, Massachusetts transit system charged the same
amount for each zone). Eight systems have an initial charge of be-

Amount of Fares
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tween 15 and 20 cents; and eleven systems have an initial charge
of between 23 and 25 cents.

Most cities have equal additional charges per zone, ranging from
five cents to 10 cents. One city, St. Louis, charges 25 cents for the
first zone, 10 cents for the second, and five cents for each addi-
tional zone. The Oakland, California system charges a different
rate for each of its four zones: 25, 10, five and eight cents, respec-

tively. In only one city, San Diego, is there a maximum fare that

A can be charged. This 50 cents maximum is the equivalent fare for
"the initial zone (20 cents) and five additional zones (at six cents

each).

TABLE IV. NUMBERS OF ZONES AND AMOUNTS
OF BASIC AND ZONE FARES

No. of Fares in CentsName of
City Zones Basic ZoneName of Transit Systems

Los Angeles Los Angeles MTA 5 20' 7

Chicago Chicago Transit Authority ... 3 25 15
Detroit Department of Street Railway .

. 2 25 5
Philadelphia Philadelphia Transit Company . . 6 25 10
Dallas Dallas Transit Company .... 3 23 5
San Diego San Diego Transit System

.... 7 20 6
K.C. (Mo. & Ks.) Kansas City Public Service Co. .

.
N.A. 20 5

Baltimore Baltimore Transit Company ... 4 25 10
Cincinnati Cincinnati Transit Company

... 8 25 5
Seattle Seattle Transit System 8 25 5

San Antonio San Antonio Transit System ... 4 17 5
St. Louis St. Louis Public Service Co.

... 11 25 10,5
Oakland (Cal.) Key System Transit Lines .... 4 25 10,5,8
Milwaukee Milwaukee & Suburban Transit Co. 6 20 52
Springfield, (Mass.) Springfield Street Railway Co. . . 2 20 3
Newark Public Serv. Coordinated Transport 12 15 5
Providence United Transit Company .... 5 25 5
Eastern Mass. Eastern Mass. St. Railway

.... N.A. 25 54
I* Toronto Toronto Transit Commission ... 6 15 10

1 Five tokens for $l.OO,
2 Zone tokens, 12 for 50 cents.
3 Zone tokens, 4 for 75 cents.
4 Tokens, 4 for 90 cents.
Source: American Transit Association.
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Information on the number of lines in each system on which the
zone method of fares is used was available from 16 of the 19 largest
systems as shown in Table V. Of these, only five have zone fares
on their entire systems, namely, Kansas City, Missouri-Kansas, Los
Angeles, Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway, San Diego and
Newark. These five systems have in common the fact that their
lines are dispersed through widespread areas and hence their route
mileage is substantial. On such lines, it is only natural that a zone,
fare be charged to compensate for the higher operating costs in-
volved.

The nature and extent of zone fare coverage on the remaining
systems is too diverse for any generalizations. Zone fare coverage
varies from 4% of the total routes in Detroit, to 48% of the total
routes in San Antonio.

The major implication of this lack of pattern in zone fare cov-
erage seems to be that zone fares are employed selectively by most
transit systems on their zone-mileage routes, so that the rider
“pays for what he gets.”

Table V also shows the kind of mass transit vehicle used on zone
fare lines in each of the major cities. All of the transit systems
which were surveyed used some buses on their lines, and five of
them used street cars or trolley cars in addition. Only the single
city of Chicago used rapid transit.

The predominant use of zone fares on bus lines is to be expected.
Street cars, trolleys, and rapid transit generally operate within the
city limits and, as has been noted, the corporate city is usually the
central zone. The bus feeder lines reach out to suburban areas and,
hence, to the outer zones. Also, zone fare collections can usually
be controlled more easily in bus operations because of the smaller
number of passengers.

Lines Where Used

Type of Vehicle Used on Zone Fare Lines
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TABLE V. SYSTEM USE OF ZONE FARES AND
TYPES OF VEHICLES

of All TypeVehicles
Name Names Lines Using On Zone

of City of Systems Zone Fares Fare Linesi

Los Angeles Los Angeles MTA All B; S; T
Chicago Chicago Transit Authority 3 routes

unknown) B; R
Detroit Department of Street Rwy. 4 (3 lines) B; S
Philadelphia Philadelphia Transit Co. 13.6 B; T

2Dallas Dallas Transit Company 2 B
San Diego San Diego Transit System All B
K.C, (Mo. &Ks.) Kansas City Public Serv. Co. All B
Baltimore Baltimore Transit Company 29 B; S
Cincinnati Cincinnati Transit Company 18 B
Seattle Seattle Transit System N.A. B
San Antonio San Antonio Transit System 48 B
St. Louis St. Louis Public Serv. Co. 6.3 (4 lines) B
Oakland, Cal. Key System Transit Lines N.A. B
Milwaukee Milw. & Suburban Transit Co. 3 B
Springfield Springfield (Mass.) St.

Railway Co. 37 B
Newark Public Service Coordinated All B
Providence United Transit Company 45.4 B
Eastern Mass. Eastern Mass. St. Rway. All B
Toronto Toronto Transit Commission N.A. B; S

IB for Bus; S for Streetcar; T for Trolley Cars; R for Rapid Transit.
2 8 of 37 bus lines.

14% of route miles.
Source: American Transit Association.

The preceding chapters of this report have presented a discus-
sion of the purpose and characteristics of zone fares as they have
worked out elsewhere. Recommendations relative to the applica-
tion of such fares in Metropolitan Boston may not be made by the
Legislative Research Bureau which by statute is. restricted to the
preparation of wholly factual reports.

Hence this chapter is limited to a discussion of the special and
peculiar geographical and other considerations which are applicable
locally. Those conditions will inevitably be of primary importance

General Considerations

CHAPTER IV. ZONE FARE PROBLEMS OF
METROPOLITAN BOSTON
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in considering the scope and nature of any zone fare system which
may be considered for this area. They are discussed below under
the four headings of (a) economic prospects of inner and outer
MTA, (b) transportation objectives, (c) fare policies, and ( d)

geography of MTA area:

(a) Economic Prospects of Inner and Outer MTA. As indicated
above, mass transportation in this region has suffered major
diminution in numbers of passengers. With railroad commutation
also declining, a primary use of the MTA system has become the
movement of those passengers between the inner and outer areas
of the regions who either do not own automobiles or who do not
transport themselves in their own automobiles because of highway
congestion, or because of limitations on public and private parking
spaces in the inner section of the city. Under such conditions the
future use, the characteristics and the policies regarding the fare
structures of mass transportation of all kinds will greatly affect the
possibilities of economic growth of the inner area, and, in turn, will
be greatly affected by that rate of growth.

(b) Transportation Objectives. Transportation policies which
control the development of highways, expressways and parking
facilities have direct influence on the use, revenues, and, therefore,
fare policies of mass transportation. Thus, the competition of the
automobile in the metropolitan area is a serious consideration.

(c) Fare Policies. Zone fare systems are inherently related to
the general MTA fare policies and must be considered as part of
such policies. Higher fares, or more equitable fares through a zone
fare system which increase some fares, will cause some passenger
loss. The specific amount of passenger reductions expected to
occur cannot be estimated easily but all mass transit companies
must anticipate such a result.

{d) Geography of MTA Area. The area served directly by the
MTA is restricted to the 14 cities and towns shown in Figure 2.
This area contains about 1.4 million people, or over half the 2.5
million people in the cities and towns constituting the larger metro-
politan area. The population trends of the latter metropolitan
region indicate a rapid growth within the rather open suburban
land area beyond the MTA district. In contrast there is a stabilized
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or even decreasing population within the relatively built up and
congested MTA area. This geographical and population pattern of
the MTA determines the general nature of the service demand
which can be expected from the areas of future population growth.

Form 22. IK-13-»*-919004
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In addition, as shown on Figure 2, the MTA district boundary
limits its member communities to those located relatively close to
the downtown area of Boston. Its geographical layout is such that
the furthest points of the MTA district are about 11 radial air miles
from downtown Boston at the western extremity in Newton and
the southern extremity in Milton. The average distance of the dis-
trict boundary from downtown is only between seven and eight
miles. The comparatively short transit routes of such an MTA
district, being geographically small, result in a system where there
are few transit routes long enough to justify a zone fare structure.

Beyond the foregoing geographic restrictions, there are no other
unusual geographic problems that would interfere with zone fare
use in this region.

Three Hypothetical Zone Fare Illustrations
The advisability of using a system of zone fares on the MTA is

not the specific concern of this report. However, to facilitate an
understanding and interpretation of the findings of this study, non-
existent bus lines radiating from inner Boston are discussed below
in an effort to throw light on the problems which would arise if
average zone fare conditions were in effect for them. It should be
definitely understood, however, that these bus lines are wholly
hypothetical and are chosen for illustrative purposes only.

The first hypothetical bus line (Figure 3) might run outbound
from downtown Boston on Huntington Avenue to the Jamaicaway,
along the Veterans of Foreign Wars Parkway to Dedham Square
and thence to Norwood Center. If the central zone of Boston served
by the basic fare were to be six miles in radial length (radial air
mileage) the first additional fare zone would occur at the intersec-
tion of the Veterans of Foreign Wars Parkway and the West Rox-
bury Parkway. Beyond this point, outbound riders would have to
pay an additional zone fare of five or 10 cents. Assuming that each
additional zone was predetermined as three miles in length (air
mileage) the rider would have to pay an additional zone fare at or
near the Boston-Dedham city line and again at the Westwood-Nor-
wood town line. Hence, if the base fare on this line were 20 cents
and each zone fare an additional 10 cents, the ride from downtown
to Norwood Center would cost 50 cents.
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Another illustration of a hypothetical bus line might extend
from downtown Boston to Bedford Center along Massachusetts
Avenue (Figure 3). Utilizing the same size zones as above the fol-
lowing situation would exist: the first additional zone would begin
at Arlington Square, the second at a point a mile northwest of the
Arlington-Lexington town line, and the third near Route 128 in
Lexington. The total cost from downtown Boston to Lexington
Square would therefore be 40 cents, and the cost from downtown
Boston to Bedford center would be 50 cents.

A less hypothetical example of a zone system in the Boston area
is the possible extension of MTA rapid transit service south to
Quincy and Braintree, along the tracks of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad. As indicated elsewhere in this re-
port the extension would be connected with the MTA system at or
near its Ashmont terminal. The original proposal, which was sub-
mitted to the Old Colony Area Transportation Commission recom-
mended fares for a rapid transit extension of 20 cents to the Bos-
ton-Quincy city line, 30 cents additional to Quincy, an additional
10 cents to Braintree, and an additional 10 cents to Weymouth and
Hingham. The total cost for the ride from downtown to Hingham
would be 70 cents.

These three examples provide hypothetical illustrations of pos-
sible zone fare systems in the Boston area. But the feasibility of
these examples and of other possibilities as well can only be judged
adequately after considering many other details and factors, in-
cluding the ease and costs of zone fare collections and the possible
changes in rider habits before and after their introduction. Even
when an informed judgment has been arrived at, it would seem that
introduction of the new zone fare idea to all or any substantial part
of the MTA system should wait on the successful experimental ap-
plication thereof on one or more selected routes.

The foregoing hypothetical illustrations serve to show generally
how consideration of a zone fare system within the metropolitan
Boston region must be approached. In the text that follows, the
possibilities of applying a zone fare system to the MTA are dis-
cussed in general terms under the three categories of (1) rapid
transit lines, (2) PCC or “trolley lines,” and (3) bus lines.

MTA Lines as Zone Fare Possibilities
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As has been stated it should be clearly understood that this dis-
cussion merely points to possibilities of using a zone fare system
on the MTA. It should not be construed as indicating a favorable
judgment on the use of fare zone systems on any particular line;
such recommendations are beyond the statutory authority of the
Research Bureau. A final judgment on the feasibility of using
zone fares on any lines of the MTA depends on several factors al-
ready mentioned which may be summarized as follows;

a. Whether or not an equitable fare structure can be worked
out.

b. Whether supplementary zone fares would materially decrease
the number of daily passengers, perhaps to the extent of
causing a greater deficit than ever. The revised deficit must
also absorb increased personnel costs caused by zone fare
collections.

c. Whether the additional zone fares can be collected efficiently
without substantial inconvenience, particularly loss of travel
time, or loss of safety.

1) Rapid Transit Lines
There are five rapid transit lines which radiate from the down-

town area of Boston to the terminii indicated:
1. East Boston Wonderland 6.1 miles
2. Everett 2.5 miles
3. Harvard Square 3.0 miles
4. Forest Hills 5.0 miles
5. Ashmont 5.0 miles

It seems very unlikely that any of the above lines would be
deemed eligible for application of zone fares, with the possible ex-
ception of the East Boston line. Of course, that judgment may be
changed if and when these rapid transit lines are extended, e.g. be-
yond Everett to suburban communities such as Melrose, Wakefield
and Reading; beyond Harvard Square northerly or westerly toward
Route 128; and beyond Forest Hills to Needham or Dedham (total
air miles from downtown Boston of 11 and 9.5 miles, respectively).
An extension already exists in the trolley service which extends the
Ashmont branch to Mattapan (total route and air mile distances
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from downtown Boston of 7 and 6.5 miles, respectively), and hence
this combination would also be to the fore among zone fare possi-
bilities. Still another possibility is the proposed extension of rapid
transit service from Ashmont over the Old Colony roadbed to
southerly suburbs.

In making zone fare studies of the above, careful consideration
must be given to the collection problem which is inevitable for the
passengers who of course now only pay a basic fare when they
enter an MTA rapid transit station in Boston. To collect an extra
zone fare or fares would require a system of passenger payment of
the zone fare as the passenger leaves the station on the outbound
trip. This payment might require either or both extra personnel
and such methods as coin machines, tokens and paper transfers.
These methods call for some efficient administrative process of
counting and accounting. Again it must be stated that these ques-
tions can only be answered after detailed examination by competent
technicians of specific situations in individual cases.

2) Trolley Lines (or P.C.C. Lines)
The following MTA trolley lines radiating from downtown Bos-

ton have the route mileages indicated: 1) Lechmere (2.5 miles);
2) Watertown (6.5 miles); 3) Lake Street (5.5 miles); 4) Cleveland
Circle (5.0 miles); 5) Highland Branch (10 miles); and 6) the
Mattapan extension from Ashmont which has been briefly men-
tioned above.

Of these lines, the Highland Branch, which runs over the old
Boston and Albany Railroad bed, is undoubtedly the best available
opportunity for use of zone fares. Another zone fare possibility is
the Mattapan extension, in view of the nature of the service and
the relative ease of extra fare collection. Next best for considera-
tion and study would be a possible extension of Lechmere service
out toward Arlington.

3) Local Feeder Bus Lines
Many of these feeder bus lines have short routes and would

probably never qualify for zone fares. However, where feeder bus
lines are of substantial length and can be identified as of higher
quality, then a zone fare system can be considered.
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The facts presented above indicate that zone fares are in use
throughout most of the major cities of this country. In some of
these cities, zone fares are utilized by the primary transit system
of the area; in other cities, only their smaller outlying suburban
bus lines operate on a zone fare basis. In almost every case, the
zone fare is restricted to those situations where there is a favorable
combination of circumstances such as (1) a long transit line, which
is usually a bus line, and (2) a relatively small volume of pas-
sengers. Generally speaking, zone fares are used in transit systems
where an additional fare is justified, where it can readily be col-
lected without inconvenience to passengers due to time delay, and
where collection does not sacrifice passenger safety.

The use of zone fares as an application of the user-benefit theory
of cost assessment is justified as long as the design of the zone fare
system is not too crude. If a zone fare system is such that many
short ride passengers must pay an extra zone fare for only a brief
ride beyond the zone, then the zone fare is not based on a system of
equitable fares.

Furthermore, if the zone system is used as a means of collecting
greater revenues in contrast to the objective of creating equit-
able fares the system is not justified.Finally, if any mass trans-
portation fare system, including any system based on zone fares
causes substantia] decreases in passenger volumes, the very pur-
pose of mass transportation is defeated.

In the last analysis, if the zone fare system can be designed to
assess greater fares equitably on those passengers receiving better
service and if these additional fares can be collected easily, safely
and efficiently, without loss in the passenger-revenue columns, their
use is justified.

CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS




